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The truth behind the fake. IF YOU HAVE NOT READ THE ENDING OF NOT ANOTHER THUG

STORY 3. REALIZE THAT THIS WILL MESS YOU UP! DO NOT! I repeat in LOUD BIG BOLD

LETTERS READ THIS UNTIL YOU UNDERSTAND WHAT JUST HAPPENED int NATS. You read

just finished reading Montana's published book. If you're confused as to what happened in Not

Another Thug Story, don't read this. Just..forget about it. lol.
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This book was like an onion and we're just pulling back the layers!!!! This thing between two people

I never saw coming!!! But I love it!!! And now I'm sad because there will be no more Carters!!!..lol

but I loved the character development from everyone and the plot was sick!!! I mean straight crazy!!!

Great job and I see growth as a writer from this author but don't let go of the edge of writing you

do...it's like an edge between reality and fiction..... Your books have this flare to them that keeps

your mind going with scenes playing out in your head!!!!

This book took me all over the place with my emotions. Montana Montana...We love you, hate you,



love you again, and feel sorry for you. So many things to say about this book, but can't find all of the

words. Just read it!

Lawd have Mercy!!! this book was a Beautiful Disaster. This was Montanas real story and it made

me understand why he was so screwed up. When you experience a tragedy like he had at a young

age it messes with your mental if its not dealt with. His mother couldn't even deal with it so he was

just stuck with that horrible memory. It was so many things that happened in this book but the

biggest one was the alternate ending. That was a Beautiful and it was disaster. I knew they had a

story but didn't know it was like that. My God, Levi was so right about him when she was talking to

CJ about him in the car. Tana hurt a lot of when with this foolishness but he was living his mother's

Life all over again. To Love someone despite their faults but not allowed to be with them is a sad

thing. So I loved Demorgan in Tanas story but not in the real book. Morgan was a big spotty dotty

mess, she was a real hypocrite. She could whip it, weigh it ,and count it up but wasn't dishing it out

to Demarco cause of her beliefs, Chile Bye. Koda was very sweet in Tanas book but in Kove he was

a bit more closed off so I didn't swoon over him as much. Now that Yayo still had the sauce and I

think he was Everything!!! Nicole wasn't the one for Tana.. I have so much to say about this but I

don't want to give too much away.Great Job Desi!!!

Welllllll. I'm sad to see these characters go, but this gave me a better understanding of how things

really happened. I got teary eyed when Hazel told Koda about the baby. Shocked at the revelation

about D'Angelo. I understand where Levi was coming from. Its like Montana never got to really

patch things up with his sister because he was trying to put another female on her. I'm on the fence

about Montana, I love him one minute, hate him, then pity him. His character tires me,Lol. It was

good to see Nicole and Hazel get along. Morgan is fake as hell, how you the "first lady" of the

streets, lame! I could go on and on, I loved the wrap up and I favor the alternate ending, seems

more realistic to me after reading Olivia and Montana's back story.

Where do I start! I loved this entire series (yes this review is including NATS) as well. KOVE was on

a totally different level! My favorite scene has to be the book signing. As an author, reading your

work, let's just say you nailed that part. Every page was full of detail & no question was left

unanswered. Although I knew instantly that this was a book within a book. I just didn't want to hype

myself up in case I was wrong lol. Amazing job! As I've said before you are in a league of your own

& your craftsmanship is undeniably good! I enjoyed this series very much & can't wait to see what



you plan to mind f* us with next!

It's a world of its own, especially if you are not from or familiar with Atlanta! The author will have you

so caught up you will think you are a part of their world and make them a part of yours! Can not wait

for her next release! I recommend these books to everyone, especially if you're from the hood! I was

looking for something different and I found just that!! From 'For the Love of ATL' to 'KOVE', this is

truly 'Not Another Thug Story'!!

WOW! Kove wrapped everything up may not be in a nice and neat little package, but it did answer

questions. I prefer the alternate ending. It just made more sense, especially with the couple pairing

at the end. At least with all of the drama and sickening happenings going on this family. For me

Tana and Nicole didn't really fit, Andrew and Olivia are cute together but... Just read the whole

series.

I truly love this author. The book is a must read and was absolutely amazing. It tells and explains

everything in details. I was just shocked and overjoyed to hear the true story about all the

characters. Mainly shocked by Montana and Olivia's relationships. Amazing!!!
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